
Preface

We are pleased to present the proceedings from the 45th Boston University 
Conference on Language Development. We are honored to be affiliated with the 
conference and the proceedings this year. 

We would like to acknowledge the fact that this was a special year. Due to 
the unforeseen circumstances regarding the COVID pandemic, the organizers of 
BUCLD had to make the decision to have our first virtual conference. We would 
like to thank the entire BUCLD community for not only making this adventure 
possible, but also helping maintain the accessibility that BUCLD has always 
strived for.

Thank you to the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, 
and Boston University’s Vice President and Associate Provost for Research for 
their support of the conference. We also wish to thank those members of the 
field who have made the publication of these proceedings possible—our valued 
authors—along with the panel of reviewers who gave their careful attention to the 
task of selecting this year’s conference participants. 

Among the people who made BUCLD 45 a success were the faculty and 
students of the Boston University Linguistics Department. The contribution of our 
student volunteers was, as always, critical to the functioning of the conference. 
We are especially grateful to our conference chairs: Andre Batchelder-Schwab, 
Ying Gong, Alexandra Kohut, Felix Kpogo, Chris Lee, Joshua Mora, and Kevin 
Samejon. 

We would like to thank Michael Bernstein and Jeremy Thorpe of Cascadilla 
Press for their guidance throughout the editorial process, as well as Cascadilla’s 
continued support of the conference. Finally, we wish to both thank and 
acknowledge our faculty advisors, Professors Charles Chang, Paul Hagstrom, 
and Amy Lieberman, for their unwavering support and dedication to the ongoing 
success of the BUCLD. 

Danielle Dionne and Lee-Ann Vidal Covas
BUCLD 45 Co-Organizers
BUCLD 45 Proceedings Co-Editors 
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